
Paradoxically, it was through this critical agenda that a more rounded knowledge of

historical socialisms emerged. Like other supposedly ‘‘universal’’ movements, all the

different (national) socialisms had to undergo their own (international) renovations, still a

work in progress, a ‘‘true refounding’’ in Lucio Magri’s term (Magri, 1991). One aspect of

change alone – the profound rethinking of conceptions of ‘‘man’’ [sic] and ‘‘nature,’’ in

relation to ecological concerns and environmentalist movements – is a lifetime commit-

ment (Benton, 1989; and compare Grundmann, 1991). Small wonder that many opt to

start elsewhere, not within a Marxist framework or a socialist tradition.

In one recent linguistic shift, socialism acquires its own hyphen, dividing the word itself

– social-ism. This formulation matches communitarian versions of the social as ‘‘commu-

nity.’’ In many ways, however, ‘‘social-ism’’ marks a return to what Williams called ‘‘the

developed sense of the social’’ which formed socialism’s linguistic root in the first place.

On its own, ‘‘social’’ is the keyword in the discourse of many contemporary opponents of

neo-liberalism: ‘‘social rights,’’ ‘‘social Europe,’’ ‘‘social workers,’’ ‘‘social capital,’’ ‘‘the

social sector,’’ ‘‘the global (or European) Social Forum,’’ and , generally, ‘‘the social’’ vs.

‘‘the market’’ (Bourdieu, 1998). This ‘‘social,’’ and sometimes this ‘‘civil society,’’ express

thorough-going, transnational resistances to capitalist globalization. On this basis, move-

ments address issues of global poverty and inequality, corporate power, capitalist exploit-

ation, and the destruction of the local environments and the biosphere. Sometimes they

take the form of the anti-globalization movement, better termed ‘‘globalization from

below.’’ Sometimes they issue in activism in and support for non-governmental organiza-

tions (NGOs) of many different kinds, in a type of agentful international citizenship. With

their ‘‘affinity groups’’ and ‘‘coalition politics,’’ these movements seem to bypass or handle

differently many of the tangles that beset activists and educators in the lC20. With the help

of new communication media, they are capable of concerted action across the globe. ‘‘The

social’’ is seen to form the fabric of most people’s daily living, just as the earth provides the

economic-biological context for life itself. Both have now to be defended as ‘‘sustainable.’’

In this way, perhaps, socialism is coming full circle, as a better, alternative way of life. A

key question, perhaps, in this palpable historical ‘‘simplification,’’ is how far the puzzling

‘‘complexities’’ of the lC20 can really be left behind.

Richard Johnson

See: COMMUNITY, CONSERVATISM, LIBERALISM, MOVEMENTS, SOCIETY.

Society
Recently, society became a term of political controversy. Margaret Thatcher notoriously

said that ‘‘there is no such thing as society. There are individual men and women, and there

are families’’ (1987: 10). Later she was to clarify that her meaning ‘‘was that society was

not an abstraction, separate from the men and women who composed it, but a living
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structure of individuals, families, neighbors and voluntary associations . . . Society for me

was not an excuse, it was a source of obligation’’ (1993: 626). Despite her antipathy to the

term, she uses it in two senses noted by Raymond Williams (1976: 291). The first is a

general one of the ‘‘body of institutions and relationships within which a relatively large

group of people live.’’ But she also recognizes that society can be used as an abstract term

for, as Williams put it, ‘‘the condition in which such institutions and relationships are

formed,’’ as when, for example, we might say that ‘‘poverty is caused by society.’’ While

Thatcher rejects the possibility of abstraction, she enunciates one version: society as

imposing moral obligations.

The images of society as an organism (‘‘living structure’’) and as a thing can be traced

back to the early formalization of sociology and social science in the C19 and eC20.

Society was thought of, by thinkers such as Herbert Spencer and in social Darwinism, as an

organism with an evolution replicating that of biological species. Later Emile Durkheim

(quoted in Frisby and Sayer, 1986: 38) famously enjoined his readers to ‘‘consider social

facts as things.’’ As sociology developed, it would nevertheless tend to reject the image of

society as a supra-individual entity imposing itself on its members. However, in common

speech, it is still possible to oppose ‘‘individual’’ and ‘‘society’’ in phrases such as conform

to society or rebel against society. ‘‘Society’’ tends to survive more in the abstract sense

of a quality that inheres in conditions, practices, institutions, and relationships and is

indicated by the adjective social.

All these uses of the term ‘‘society’’ are relatively recent and tend to overlay what

amounts to a much older set of meanings that nevertheless remain in operation. Society is

derived from L societas, meaning companionship, and L socius, meaning companion,

friend, or associate, as in ‘‘there was such friendship, societies and familiarity between

the Religious’’ (c.1610), or ‘‘Mr Woodhouse was fond of society . . . He liked very much to

have his friends come and see him’’ (Austen, 1816). Greek political thought, especially

that of Aristotle, comes close to a general sense of society when discussing forms of human

association or community, particularly that form of association which is the state (Gk

polis, city-state) and those who comprise it, the citizens. Political community is here

drawn in distinction to the private sphere of the family or household, Gk oikos, and not to

the state, as it might be more recently. Similarly for Thomas Aquinas, a distinction is

drawn between worldly political society, L communitas civilis, and the divine community,

L communitas divina, but not between society and community.

In both political and religious uses, however, the notion of society remains connected

with ideas of human association and more basically with friendship between free persons

(usually men) until the C17 (Frisby and Sayer, 1986: 16). This relationship to friendship,

and hence its converse, enmity, means that ‘‘society’’ remains a primary term of inclusion

and exclusion, and of alliance and opposition. Its most general sense of a collectivity under

a common government, as in a ‘‘common wealth is called a society or common doing of a
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multitude of free men’’ (Smith, 1577), also presupposes that such a society might be in

antagonistic relations with other such multitudes.

One of the more recurrent images of society is an association formed through agreement,

consent, or contract. The idea is that society is an active unity of fellowship between human

beings, an ‘‘assemblie and consent of many in one’’ (Mirrour of Policie, 1599). This is given

theoretical form in social-contract theory, where the concern remains with a specific form

of human association, that of the state, and its relationship with a pre-political (and pre-

social) form of existence, the state of nature (Weiner, 1973). The idea here is that the state is

a precondition for general human association or friendship. Soon, however, ‘‘society,’’ or

civil society, will come to refer to the activities and relations of individuals, households, and

families, which exist independently of, and in some way opposed to, the political structures of

the state.

The discovery of a civil society is related to ideas of civilization. Being the domain of the

mode of living of free men, the relations (or ‘‘conversation’’) between such men is

regulated by more subtle rules of civility (as opposed to the laws of the sovereign), as in

Charles I’s ‘‘Laws of society and civill conversation’’ (1642). It was becoming possible

in England and elsewhere in Europe in the lC17 to think of oneself as living in a civil or

civilized society within the relative security of the territorial borders provided by the

emerging state. It was also possible to expect a certain level of orderly conduct of

other members of this society, given the development of practices of personal cultivation

such as etiquette and manners. The latter practices give rise to the specific sense of

‘‘society’’ as the leisured, cultured, or upper-class, found until recently in newspapers’

society pages.

This fact of a territorially unified, relatively stable, civilized nation provides the possi-

bility of thinking, from the mC18, of society as a unity that exists independently of the

political order and is subject to its own laws of development. Society is thus a ‘‘container’’

for a common way of life of a population marked out by territorial borders and exclusive of

other societies, which, as is manifest in war and conflict, can become its enemies. Yet

within this container, society is a sphere with its own customs, mores, classes, hierarchies,

and stages of development. It can be driven by self-interest, or by bonds of affection and

sentiment – and for those such as Adam Smith in the mC18 it was both. Societies thus

have values and feelings which unite and conflicts which divide. Juridical and political

structures become merely a function of these ‘‘naturally’’ occurring social relations.

This discovery of society as a fractured unity independent of political structures has of

course immediate implications for the task of governing. All attempts at political rule and

law-making have to respect and take into account a knowledge of the dense and somewhat

opaque processes of society, particularly the laws of the market and commerce and the

principle of population. For those who might be called early liberal thinkers, from Smith to

John Stuart Mill, society is framed by law and subject to government, but it occupies real
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space, although coincident with the territorial boundaries of the national state, which is no

longer simply an effect or extension of political arrangements and the state.

By the lC19, contractual association is no longer a founding act but a feature of modern

societies based on the individual and individual achievement. Society now can be con-

trasted with earlier and existing spheres of community, characterized by affective and

traditional – or ‘‘ascribed’’ – relationships and statuses.

In the C20, society lost its status as an object of scientific knowledge, as this came to be

viewed as a ‘‘reification’’ (‘‘thing-ification’’) of a condition that obtained within all sorts

of relations, institutions, and practices. For Max Weber, the object of sociology was not

society but the interpretation of the meaning of social action, and from that time

sociologists have been more comfortable studying social class, social relations, social

interaction, and so on. In scholarly writings, society has moved from transcendent object

to a property of relationships. The adjective ‘‘social’’ begins to describe the dimension of

those relationships and practices that are thought to have their source in society. We have

institutions such as social welfare and social insurance. To explain poverty we invoke

social exclusion, and strive for social inclusion as an ethical ideal. ‘‘Society’’ itself tends

to be displaced by other abstractions around the word ‘‘modernity.’’

In this sense the claim ‘‘there is no such thing as society’’ merely recapitulates C20

learned opinion. Together with the idea of the decline of the nation state, connected with

globalization, we might conclude that the notion of ‘‘society’’ as a unity acting on

individuals survives only as a naı̈veté. Society, however, appears ready to be reinvented

as a global phenomenon,; for example, the aspiration in an eC21 university strategic plan

to be ‘‘a borderless university in a global society.’’ In so far as a global society would

attempt to fulfill cosmopolitan aspirations of friendship for all humanity, ‘‘society’’ could

once again become the word for the highest form of human association. But as the

treatment of illegal arrivals in Australia, or the defense of the homeland and a free

society against terror in the United States, demonstrate, our notions of society are deeply

embedded in ideas of a common way of life, secured by the state, within clearly defined

borders, and with a sense of those multitudes who are a threat to that life.

Mitchell Dean

See: CIVILIZATION, COMMUNITY, STATE.

Sovereignty
Sovereignty is the quality or condition of being sovereign, that is, of being supreme or

pre-eminent in some particular domain, but the most common modern usage of the term is

in the domain of politics, where it refers to the legal and practical capacity of a state to

enforce its rule over a specific population and territory. The term is also used to assert a

right or to claim a capacity that one does not at present possess – as in China’s assertion of
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